10 multi-pass is $90 // a nice saving at $9 per film
20 multi-pass is $160 // a better offer at $8 per film
60 multi-pass is $390 // unreal deal at $6.50 per film

Introductory offer: 3 complimentary tickets

Enjoy $10 tickets or purchase a multi-pass for even greater value

BECOME A MERCURY CLUB MEMBER & REAP THE REWARDS!

Mercury Cinema reserves the right to amend the programming after date of printing.

PROGRAM AT A GLANCE

Tue 18 Jan // THREE SUMMERS - 10:30am
94 minutes // Comedy // 2019
THE FRENCH DISPATCH - 2pm
107 minutes // Comedy // 2021

Fri 21 Jan // THE GARDENER - 10:30am
88 minutes // Documentary // 2018
WILDLAND - 2pm
89 minutes // Thriller/Drama // 2020

Tue 25 Jan // THE ROSE MAKER - 10:30am
95 minutes // Comedy // 2020
THE CARD COUNTER - 2pm
111 minutes // Thriller/Drama // 2021

Fri 28 Jan // THREE SUMMERS - 2pm
107 minutes // Comedy // 2021
THE FRENCH DISPATCH - 10:30am
94 minutes // Comedy // 2019

Tue 01 Feb // THE LAST DUEL - 10:30am
152 minutes // Drama/Historical // 2021
NEVER GONNA SNOW AGAIN - 2pm
116 minutes // Comedy/Mystery // 2020

Fri 04 Feb // THE CARD COUNTER - 10:30am
111 minutes // Thriller/Drama // 2021
THE ROSE MAKER - 2pm
95 minutes // Comedy // 2020

Tue 08 Feb // LIMBO - 10:30am
104 minutes // Drama // 2020
WEST SIDE STORY - 2pm
156 minutes // Drama/Musical // 2021
NEVER GONNA SNOW AGAIN - 10:30am
116 minutes // Comedy/Mystery // 2020
THE LAST DUEL - 2pm
152 minutes // Drama/Historical // 2021

Fri 11 Feb // HOUSE OF GUCCI - 10:30am
159 minutes // Drama // 2021
POWER OF THE DOG - 2pm
126 minutes // Romance/Western // 2021
LIMBO - 2pm
104 minutes // Drama // 2020

Tue 15 Feb // EIFFEL - 10:30am
108 minutes // Drama/Historical // 2021
BELFAST - 2pm
98 minutes // Drama // 2022

Fri 18 Feb // THE CARD COUNTER - 10:30am
111 minutes // Thriller/Drama // 2021
THE ROSE MAKER - 2pm
95 minutes // Comedy // 2020

Tue 22 Feb // JUNE AGAIN - 10:30am
99 minutes // Comedy/Drama // 2020
HOUSE OF GUCCI - 2pm
158 minutes // Drama // 2021
IT MUST BE HEAVEN - 2pm
102 minutes // Comedy // 2019

Fri 25 Feb // BELFAST - 10:30am
98 minutes // Drama // 2022
EIFFEL - 2pm
108 minutes // Drama/Historical // 2021

Fri 11 Mar // IT MUST BE HEAVEN - 10:30am
102 minutes // Comedy // 2019
JUNE AGAIN - 2pm
99 minutes // Comedy/Drama // 2020

Fri 15 Mar // FLEE - 10:30am
90 minutes // Documentary // 2021
ROSA’S WEDDING - 2pm
97 minutes // Comedy // 2020

Fri 18 Mar // STRAY - 10:30am
72 minutes // Documentary // 2020
BLACK BOX - 2pm
129 minutes // Drama/Thriller // 2021

Fri 22 Mar // IT MUST BE HEAVEN - 10:30am
102 minutes // Comedy // 2019
JUNE AGAIN - 2pm
99 minutes // Comedy/Drama // 2020
HOUSE OF GUCCI - 2pm
158 minutes // Drama // 2021
IT MUST BE HEAVEN - 2pm
102 minutes // Comedy // 2019

Fri 25 Mar // ROSA’S WEDDING - 10:30am
97 minutes // Comedy // 2020
FLEE - 2pm
90 minutes // Documentary // 2021
BELFAST
Dir: Kenneth Branagh
Stars: Jude Hill, Lewis McGee, Caltirona Balle, Ciarán Hinds, Judi Dench
Kenneth Branagh's cine-memoir and most personal film to date is sure to have universal resonance. It depicts the violent, grimy, film noirish 1960s in Northern Ireland, but it does so through the innocent, exuberant eyes of a nine-year-old boy. Already a frontrunner for 2022 Best Picture Oscar.

BLACK BOX
Dir: Yann Gozlan
Stars: Pierre Niney, Lou de Laâge, André Dussollier
A young and talented black box analyst is on a mission to solve the reason behind the deadly crash of a brand new aircraft. A tightly wound thriller that was a massive hit in France. In French with English subtitles.

THE CARD COUNTER
Dir: Paul Schrader
Stars: Oscar Isaac, Tiffany Haddish, Tye Sheridan
The government is asking Gustave Eiffel to design something to design the subway. Suddenly, everything changes when Eiffel crosses paths with a mysterious woman from his past. A brick, exciting and immersely likable film. In French with English subtitles.

EIFFEL
Dir: Martin Bourboulon
Stars: Romain Duris, Emma Mackey, Pierre Deladonchamps
The extraordinary true story of a man, Amin, on the verge of his asylum request. Witty, poignant, marvellously composed and shot, moving and even weirdly gripping. A luxe, rather ridiculous look at the uber-rich.

FLÉE
Dir: Jonas Poher Rasmussen
Stars: Daniel Karimyar, Fardin Mijdzadeh, Milad Eskandari
Entering a bland, walled-off community and the lives of its rich residents, an elusive Ukranian emigrant commands an alluring presence with his magic touch. There are supernatural forces at work in this perfectly tuned middle-class satire. Poland's 2021 Oscar submission for Best International Feature. In Polish with English subtitles.

THE FRENCH DISPATCH
Director: Wes Anderson
Stars: Tilda Swinton, Frances McDormand, Bill Murray
A love letter to journalism set in an outpost of an American newspaper in a fictional twentieth-century French city that brings life to a collection of stories published in “The French Dispatch Magazine”. This latest Wes Anderson film is getting the reputation as his most-idiosyncratic best, dripping with charm and style.

THE GARDENER
Director: Sébastien Chabot
Frank Cabot has cultivated Les Quatre Vents for decades, a magnificent private garden and a well-pruned temple for the worship of horticulture in all its varied forms. Only open to the public a few days a year, this documentary provides a rare view toward a dazzling setting, and insight to the man behind it.

HOUSE OF GuCCI
Dir: Ridley Scott
Stars: Lady Gaga, Adam Driver, Al Pacino, Jeremy Irons, Jared Leto
When Patrizia Reggiani, an outsider of humble origins, marries into the Gucci family, her unbridled ambition begins to unravel their legacy and triggers a reckless spiral of betrayal, decadence, revenge, and ultimately… murder. A lush, rather frontislook at the uber-rich.

JUNE AGAIN
Dir: Dj Wolow
Stars: Noni Hazlehurst, Claudia Karvan, Stephen Curry
Now lucid, she returns home to find her family estranged and her business in ruins. Knowing that she has only days before relapsing, she snaps into action, determined to make everything right again.

THE LAST DUEL
Dir: Ridley Scott
Stars: Adam Driver, Jodie Comer, Matt Damon, Ben Affleck
King Charles VI demands that Knight Jean de Carrouges settle a dispute with his squire by challenging him to a duel. This tale of medieval politics and combat is an intelligent and genuinely daring work that is ultimately less about men fighting over honour than one woman's quiet heroism.

THE ROSE MAKER
Dir: Colin Firth
Stars: Catherine Frot, Manel Foulgas, Fatsah Bouyedjem
Eve Vernet was one of the most successful rose growers in the world. Now she’s on the verge of bankruptcy, with a competitor breathing down her neck, eager to buy her out. In an attempt to save the business, Eve’s loyal secretary hires three apprentices — the only problem is they know nothing about gardening. In French with English subtitles.

THE ROSE OF TROY
Dir: Jeanette Nordahl
Stars: Joachim Fjelstrup
Joachim Fjelstrup plays a Father Christmas, charming, funny and his touching encounter with a child in an in-preschool housekeeper as the fortunes of her rich and corrupt employers fail. A choice pick for everyone who loves to see the rise of the underdog. In Portuguese with English subtitles.

STRAY
Director: Elizabeth Lo
This, mostly wordless, dog’s-eye-view of the world explores the life of Zeus, a stray dog living on the streets of Istanbul. The initial novelty and intrigue of this extraordinary documentary broadens further to a profound meditation on how mankind treats our so-called best friends, and one another. A song from the heart, not to be missed.

THE TROUBLE WITH STEVE
Dir: Steven Spielberg
Stars: Ansel Elgort, Rachel Zegler, Ariana DeBose, Rita Moreno
Steven Spielberg's epic song-and-dance adaption of the 1957 musical, West Side Story explores forbidden love within the rivalry between the Jets and the Sharks, two teen street gangs of different ethnic backgrounds. A marvel overlooking with emotion and visual splendour.

WILDLAND
Dir: Jeanette Nordahl
Stars: Sandra Goldburg Kamps, Sidse Babett Knudsen, Joachim Fjelstrup
Ida moves in with her aunt and cousins after the tragic death of her mother in a car accident. The home is filled with love, but outside of this perfect family the lead faces a violent and criminal life. In Danish with English subtitles. CONTENT: Strong themes, violence

NEVER GONNA SNOW AGAIN
Dir: Malgorzata Szumowska & Michal Englert
Stars: Pierre Niney, Lou de Laâge, André Dussollier
Omar is a promising young musician. Separated from his Syrian family, he is stuck on a remote Scottish island awaiting the fate of his asylum request. A risky, poignant, marvelously composed and shot, moving and even weirdly gripping.
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Omar is a promising young musician. Separated from his Syrian family, he is stuck on a remote Scottish island awaiting the fate of his asylum request. A risky, poignant, marvelously composed and shot, moving and even weirdly gripping.

THE POWER OF THE DOG
Dir: Jane Campion
Stars: Benedict Cumberbatch, Kirsten Dunst, Jesse Plemons
Charismatic rancher Phil Burbank inspires fear and awe in those around him. When his brother brings home a new wife and her son, Phil torments them until he finds himself exposed to the possibility of love. Jane Campion’s new film is an exquisite investigation of melancholy, solitude, jealousy and resentment.

TO FIND OUT MORE VISIT: WWW.MERCURYCINEMA.ORG